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Background

• Mandate by the Secretary of 
Defense to reduce injury rates

• Focus on computer workstations
• Potential for high cost benefit 

returns



How Does it Work

• ErgoFix is Web Based

• Any DoD employee with a .mil email 
address can access it

• Requires user to identify good and bad 
workstation design elements



ErgoFix

1 Worker enters location 
demographic information.



*Select Body 
Part Area of 
Concern, 
Severity of Pain 
and Quantify its 
Presence.
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*To be used in a future reporting mechanism.



Sixteen job factor 
statements can be 
selected based on 
“how you work”
help ErgoFix
identify general 
problem areas in 
the workstation.
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If unsure of a question the Help link  shows a 
picture of what is being asked.



Once ErgoFix has 
identified general problem 
areas in the workstation it 
generates more specific 
criteria that could be 
causing the problem.
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Once the problem 
has been 
pinpointed 
ErgoFix then 
offers a 
comprehensive 
set of solutions in 
a report format.
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Does ErgoFix Work?

• Field tested at Watervliet Arsenal

• Thirty-three volunteers with varying levels 
of ergonomics knowledge

• No help provided by on-site ergonomist



Does ErgoFix Work?

• From a functional point of view, all 33 volunteers 
were able to:

• Log on
• Get a link to begin self assessment
• Were able to see pictures
• Understand questions and recommendations



Is ErgoFix Reliable?

From a reliability point of view:
• Kappa Statistic was used to determine 

ergonomist and volunteer agreement
• 11 Questions* were analyzed based on type 

of question
• Follow-up questions were analyzed based on 

ergonomist volunteer agreement
* Observation based vs subjective based



Kappa Statistic
A reliability score of:
• < .4, poor agreement
• Between .4 and < .6, fair agreement
• Between .6 and < .8, good agreement
• > .8, excellent agreement



Results

• 6 of 11 questions (1, 4, 6, 10, 12, 15) had 
poor agreement, kappa scores ranged from

• .062 to .368
• 4 of 11 questions (5, 7, 8, 11) had fair 

agreement, kappa scores ranged from      
.415 to .506

• 1 of 11 questions (16) had excellent 
agreement, score was 1.0



Results

• Ergonomist saw more workstation 
deficiencies that workers reported

• Large disagreement between wrist 
posture, leg posture, and shoulder 
posture



Results

Example of user 
under reporting.  
User noted 2 
workstation 
deficiencies (7,8) 
while the 
ergonomist noted 
7 deficiencies (1, 
4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12).



Results

Example of 
poorest agreeing 
question, My legs 
are in non-neutral 
postures. kappa 
=.062.  User 
noted legs were 
in a neutral 
posture.



Future Actions

• Improve reliability
• Better graphics
• Text box in Help links



Future Actions

• Buddy System
• Photograph Worker



ErgoFix

• Special thanks to Ms. Robin Lee for 
analyzing the ErgoFix data.




